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(54) METHOD FOR INTELLIGENTLY INSTALLING INDOOR LAMPLIGHT SYSTEM

(57) The invention relates to an intelligent installation
method of indoor lighting system, characterized in that
the method comprises the following steps: firstly design
lighting system design diagrams on a computer accord-
ing to indoor spatial dimensions, including installation
lines, installation lighting devices and control scenes that
make up the lighting system; and then above-mentioned
designed lighting system is automatically implemented
installation and debugging using intelligent methods in-

doors. The method for intelligent installation of indoor
lighting system involved in the present invention can be
automatically implemented installation and debugging
using intelligent methods indoors, so that when the sim-
ulation scene of the lighting system is successfully de-
signed, automatic installation and debugging can be per-
formed indoors, which saves a lot of installation human
costs.
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Description

Technology Field

[0001] The present invention relates to an installation
technology of lighting systems, and more particularly to
an intelligent installation method of a lighting system that
presents different lighting scenes.

Background Technique

[0002] Before performing interior decoration, software
design of indoor lighting system is usually performed,
and then lamps are installed and controlled according to
designed patterns. Unfortunately, the installation of the
lighting system still requires construction personnel on
the construction site to be in accordance with the design
drawings of the designer, a lot of manpower are con-
sumed during construction, and the installation and con-
struction personnel must cooperate with the designers,
or must be the construction personnel who understand
the drawings, and thus require expensive professional
personnel, and the construction costs large manpower
and capital costs.

Summary of the invention

[0003] The invention solves the problem that the light-
ing system designed by the software must also consume
professional when installing, and provides an intelligent
installation method of indoor lighting system.
[0004] The technical solution of the present invention
is as follows:
An intelligent installation method of indoor lighting sys-
tem, characterized in that the method comprises follow-
ing steps:

1) Design lighting system design diagrams on a com-
puter according to indoor spatial dimensions, includ-
ing installation lines, installation lighting devices and
control scenes that make up the lighting system;
2) Above-mentioned design lighting system is auto-
matically implemented installation and debugging
using intelligent methods indoors.

[0005] The intelligent methods comprise designing
and rendering design diagrams of the design lighting sys-
tem, including 3D design and 3D rendering, or, 2D pattern
and chart description, and then any of installation lines
and devices, and then through DALI digital addressing
control lighting devices, to achieve switches of the light-
ing devices and intelligent dimming and toning thereof,
to achieve 3D rendering.
[0006] The installation lines and devices are lines and
lighting devices with assignable IP addresses, and the
design diagram designs scenes of combined lines and
lighting devices with different IP addresses, the intelligent
method includes assigning corresponding IP addresses

for lines and lighting devices according to the design di-
agram after uniformly installing the lines and the lighting
devices, and then automatically adjusting through the
DALI to the designing and rendering scenes of the design
diagram.
[0007] The method further comprises a step of provid-
ing an indoor building structure diagram before step 1),
the building structure diagram comprises a perspective
view.
[0008] The design diagram includes electronic draw-
ings including a CAD drawing, a specific internal design
diagram, or a perspective view of a perspective software
design.
[0009] The step 1) further comprises following steps:
select a solution in the electronic drawing, the solution
refers to an solution at a moment, render the result; the
lamps constituting the scene correspond to their respec-
tive illumination intensity of illuminating, both are record-
ed and stored, and the illumination intensity is a propor-
tional relationship with respect to their maximum values,
and the maximum value refers to a rated energy level,
for example 20 watts.
[0010] Drive level values are recorded and matched to
the illumination intensity of illuminating of each lamp.
[0011] The illumination intensity of illuminating is gen-
erated as a lamp illumination command, such as

a) Lamp 1 - 47%
b) Lamp 2 - 58%
c) And so on.

[0012] A driving signal is required to be automatically
input the lighting system, and the lighting system can use
a lighting control system of DELIGHT series.
[0013] The scene is named, the named scene includes
a scene number and a user-readable name, and the
scene is input into the lighting system.
[0014] Each additional scene is repeated according to
above method.
[0015] When all scenes are input, render the result is
a series of scenes, including:

a) Each scene is provided in the software;
b) All scenes have their names and have their serial
numbers in the actual determined control system.

[0016] The lamp is installed according to above design.
[0017] New scenes after installation can be added
without going to the real scene.
[0018] The technical effect of the invention is as fol-
lows:
The method involved in the present invention can be au-
tomatically implemented installation and debugging us-
ing intelligent methods indoors, so that when the simu-
lation scene of the lighting system is successfully de-
signed, automatic installation and debugging can be per-
formed indoors, which saves a lot of installation human
costs. At the same time, the lighting effect is very close
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to the original design, so that the design effect is achieved
even if no one goes to the real scene (but just creates
the scene elsewhere) (in other words, the person con-
cerned only needs to create a scene in his/her convenient
place without going to the real scene).

Description of the drawings

[0019]

FIG. 1 is a flow chart of an intelligent installation
method of indoor lighting system of the present in-
vention.
FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a preferred method of intel-
ligent installation of indoor lighting system of the
present invention.
FIG. 3 is a flow chart of another preferred method of
intelligent installation of indoor lighting system of the
present invention.

Description of the preferred embodiments

[0020] FIG. 1 is a flow chart of an intelligent installation
method of indoor lighting system according to the present
invention. As shown in FIG. 1, the method specifically
includes following steps:

1) Design lighting system design diagrams on a com-
puter according to indoor spatial dimensions, includ-
ing installation lines, installation lighting devices and
control scenes that make up the lighting system;
2) Above-mentioned design lighting system is auto-
matically implemented installation and debugging
using intelligent methods indoors, for example, the
installation and debugging of actual lighting scenes
can be automated using such intelligent light control
devices.

[0021] FIG. 2 is a flow chart of a preferred method of
intelligent installation of indoor lighting system according
to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, the method
specifically includes following steps:

1) Design lighting system design diagrams on a com-
puter according to indoor spatial dimensions, includ-
ing installation lines, installation lighting devices and
control scenes that make up the lighting system;
2) Designing and rendering design diagrams of the
design lighting system, 3D design and 3D rendering,
or, 2D pattern and chart description can be used ac-
cording to the actual design applications;
3) Install any of installation lines and lighting devices
indoors, such as on the ceiling;
4) Digital addressing and control of lighting devices
via DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface) en-
ables switching of the lighting devices and intelligent
dimming and toning thereof to achieve 3D rendering
effects; of course, other addressing controlling mode

that realizes switching of the lighting devices and
intelligent dimming and toning thereof to achieve 3D
rendering of the actual lighting scene can also be
used.

[0022] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of another preferred meth-
od of intelligent installation of indoor lighting system ac-
cording to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the
method specifically includes following steps:

1) Design lighting system design diagrams on a com-
puter according to indoor spatial dimensions, includ-
ing installation lines, installation lighting devices and
control scenes that make up the lighting system; the
installation lines and devices are lines and lighting
devices with assignable IP addresses, and the de-
sign diagram designs scenes of combined lines and
lighting devices with different IP addresses;
2) Install evenly the lines and lighting devices in-
doors, such as on the ceiling;
3) Assigning the corresponding IP addresses for
lines and lighting devices according to the design
diagram;
4) Automatically adjusting through the DALI to the
designing and rendering scenes of the design dia-
gram; of course, other addressing controlling mode
that realizes switching of the lighting devices and
intelligent dimming and toning thereof to achieve 3D
rendering of the actual lighting scene can also be
used.

[0023] The embodiment 4:

1) Provide an indoor building structure diagram, and
the building structure diagram comprises a perspec-
tive view.
Design lighting system design diagrams on a com-
puter according to indoor spatial dimensions, includ-
ing installation lines, installation lighting devices and
control scenes that make up the lighting system; the
installation lines and devices are lines and lighting
devices with assignable IP addresses, and the de-
sign diagram designs scenes of combined lines and
lighting devices with different IP addresses;
The design diagram includes electronic drawings in-
cluding a CAD drawing, a specific internal design
diagram, or a perspective view of a perspective soft-
ware design.
Select a solution in the electronic drawing, the solu-
tion refers to an solution at a moment, render the
result; the lamps constituting the scene correspond
to their respective illumination intensity of illuminat-
ing, both are recorded and stored, and the illumina-
tion intensity is a proportional relationship with re-
spect to their maximum values, and the maximum
value refers to a rated energy level, for example 20
watts; drive level values (size of the drive) are re-
corded and matched to the illumination intensity of
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illuminating of each lamp, which is generated as a
lamp illumination command, such as

a) Lamp 1 - 47%
b) Lamp 2 - 58%
c) And so on.

A driving signal is required to be automatically input
the lighting system, and the lighting system can use
a lighting control system of DELIGHT series.
The scene is named, the named scene includes a
scene number, a user-readable name, and the like,
and the scene is input into the lighting system.
Each additional scene is repeated according to
above method.
When all scenes are input, render the result is a se-
ries of scenes, including:

a) Each scene is provided in the software;
b) All scenes have their names and have their
serial numbers in the actual determined control
system.

2) Install evenly the lines and lighting devices in-
doors, such as on the ceiling, including lamps, since
above installation is evenly installed, it can be com-
pletely completed by machine without the need for
personnel to go to the site; and for those that have
been evenly installed, next step is carried out direct-
ly:
3) Assigning the corresponding IP addresses for
lines and lighting devices according to the design
diagram;
4) Automatically adjusting through the DALI to the
designing and rendering scenes of the design dia-
gram; the lamp is installed or distributed according
to above design. New scenes after installation can
be added without going to the real scene.

[0024] The above design lighting effect is very close
to the original design, so that the design effect is achieved
even if no one goes to the real scene (but just creates
the scene elsewhere) (in other words, the person con-
cerned only needs to create a scene in his/her convenient
place without going to the real scene).
[0025] It should be noted that the specific embodi-
ments described above may enable those skilled in the
art to more fully understand the invention, but not in any
way limit the invention. Accordingly, although the present
specification has been described in detail with reference
to the accompanying drawings and examples, it will be
understood by those skilled in the art that modifications
may be made to the present invention or equivalents may
be substituted for the purposes of the present invention.
In summary, all technical solutions and modifications that
do not depart from the spirit and scope of the present
invention are intended to be encompassed by the scope

of the invention as claimed.

Claims

1. An intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system, characterized in that the method compris-
es following steps:

1) Design lighting system design diagram on a
computer according to indoor spatial dimen-
sions, including installation lines, installation
lighting devices and control scenes that make
up the lighting system;
2) Above-mentioned design lighting system is
automatically implemented installation and de-
bugging using intelligent methods indoors.

2. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 1, wherein the intelligent
methods comprise designing and rendering design
diagrams of the design lighting system, including 3D
design and 3D rendering, or, 2D pattern and chart
description, and then any of installation lines and de-
vices, and then through DALI digital addressing con-
trol lighting devices, to achieve switches of the light-
ing devices and intelligent dimming and toning there-
of, to achieve 3D rendering.

3. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 1, wherein the installation
lines and devices are lines and lighting devices with
assignable IP addresses, and the design diagram
designs scenes of combined lines and lighting de-
vices with different IP addresses, the intelligent
method includes assigning corresponding IP ad-
dresses for lines and lighting devices according to
the design diagram after uniformly installing the lines
and the lighting devices, and then automatically ad-
justing through the DALI to the designing and ren-
dering scenes of the design diagram.

4. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 2, characterized in that
before step 1), the method further comprises a step
of providing an indoor building structure diagram, the
building structure diagram comprises a perspective
view.

5. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 4, wherein the design di-
agram includes electronic drawings including a CAD
drawing, a specific internal design diagram, or a per-
spective view of a perspective software design.

6. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 5, wherein the step 1) fur-
ther comprises following steps: select a solution in
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the electronic drawing, the solution refers to an so-
lution at a moment, render the result; the lamps con-
stituting the scene correspond to their respective il-
lumination intensity of illuminating, both are recorded
and stored, and the illumination intensity is a propor-
tional relationship with respect to their maximum val-
ues, and the maximum value refers to a rated energy
level, for example 20 watts; drive level values are
recorded and matched to the illumination intensity
of illuminating of each lamp, which is generated as
a lamp illumination command, such as

a) Lamp 1 - 47%
b) Lamp 2 - 58%
c) And so on.

7. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 6, wherein a driving signal
is required to be automatically input the lighting sys-
tem, and the lighting system can use a lighting control
system of DELIGHT series; The scene is named, the
named scene includes a scene number and a user-
readable name, and the scene is input into the light-
ing system.

8. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 7, wherein each additional
scene is repeated according to above method, when
all scenes are input, render the result is a series of
scenes, including:

a) Each scene is provided in the software;
B) All scenes have their names and have their
serial numbers in the actual determined control
system.

9. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 8, wherein the lamp is
installed according to above design.

10. The intelligent installation method of indoor lighting
system according to claim 9, wherein a new scene
after installation can be added.
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